
Freiheit, die bewegt.

www.knaus.de

Freedom is rediscovering 
holidays with all your senses. 
The new generation of motorhomes.

Motorhomes 2012 | Van class | Semi-integrated | Semi-integrated with lift bed | Alcoves | Fully integrated
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Freedom is ...

... simply wonderful. Leaving everything 

behind to have for a single breathtaking 

feeling during the best time of the year. 

Being able to do whatever you want.
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“Thanks for asking, it tastes great.”

“... can you smell the sea?”“This is how we can enjoy perhaps the most beautiful place in the world.” 

Freedom is ...
as individual as we are.
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“Those who can’t see can still hear, smell, taste and feel."

“What are you waiting for? 
Living means doing it.”

“Our best time is always now!”

“Raw nature. That’s what I love most when I’m away.”
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Sky TI Sky Wave
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10 good reasons
for the new motorhomes from Knaus.

We’ve just made a good 
thing better.

Is there actually any need to make a good 
thing better? At Knaus there certainly is! We 
aim to offer you the same level of comfort 
when you’re away as when you’re at home. 
To achieve this we have completely revised 
most of our motorhomes. New layouts 
with even more space for your leisure. 
New materials for even more sensual 
experiences and even more comfort. 
Any lots of new ideas which will not only 
surprise you but will also convince and 
enthuse you.

1.  3.  

2.  4.  
Unique Knaus Cat-Eye hybrid lights: 
Shimmering LED tail lights.

New Knaus 3-D bathroom:
Toilet room with fl exible sliding rear wall and 
separate shower.

Innovative Knaus Service-Box:
Heated, compact supply unit with additional 
storage space in the Sun TI.

Massive Knaus panoramic sunroof:
The largest “2-in-1” glass roof on the market 
(Sun TI) measuring 220x110 cm.
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6.  8.  10.  

5.  7.  9.  
Well designed Knaus Orga-Fix garage tidy 
system: Large storage space in two equipment 
versions.

High quality Knaus Pro.tec frame:
Surrounding aluminium profi le strips for 
excellent edge protection.

Intelligent Knaus multi-purpose double fl oor: 
Additional loadspace with a loading height of 
almost 30 cm (Sun TI).

Individual Knaus deluxe pilot seats:
Excellent seat ergonomics tailored to the 
interior design.

High quality Knaus Wood-Style fi nish: 
Attractive furniture for a haptic experience.

Re-experience holidays with all your senses:
To make you fell whole again.
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Van TI



Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integratedVan TI
Young, dynamic and very successful.

Freedom is the new Van TI
3 layout models on a Fiat Ducato chassis with 
four seats secured by seat belts. In white and grey.

Freedom on four wheels.

Get out of the town and drive towards 
the sunset, just the two of you or with 
friends ...

The compact Van TI combines the 
compact sizes of a van with the luxury 
or a partly integrated motorhome – 
for a perfect summer feeling wherever 
you may be. Including a garage for 
bikes or anything you may need 
whilst you’re away.

For even more freedom in your leisure.

Van TI 
The highlights.

• Clever interior concept with
great ergonomics

• Comfortable interior equipment

• Large seat groups

• Up to three beds and four seat
secured by seat belts

• Rotating and adjustable table top

• Multi-function bathroom

• Designer kitchen with extraordinary
round elements

• Multichannel light control as standard

• Compact and manoeuvrable for 
easy handling thanks to its exterior 
width of just 2.19 m

• Aerodynamic design with smooth 
skin and wide edge strips

Van TI. 
Young, dynamic and very successful.
www.knaus.de/Motorhomes/van-ti
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Van TI
Life

Life | Van TI | Van class | Motorhomes

The optional glazed front hood helps to create a 
feeling of space as do to the rotating seats and the 
practical, pull-out table.

Better living.

What a view! The optional glazed front 
hood provides a clear view of the skies … 
Three layouts for up to three people make 
every trip a real pleasure. The Van TI not 
only provides you with a sophisticated 
room divider system but above all the 
feeling that you do not have to restrict 
yourself to a confi ned space. Here’s where 
the living is better!

Semi-dinette with folding table and pivot-mounted table extension for more space and easy access.



Flexible interior design with sophisticated room divider system for a feeling of space which also provides 
comfortable sleeping quarters – even for guests.

Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integrated
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2 The recessed stainless steel sink has a cover which means that it 
can also be used as a worktop or chopping board.

3 Round kitchen elements in anthracite create attractive optical 
contrasts with their colours and shapes. 

1 Cutlery drawer with push-lock fastener mounted on rollers.
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Van TI
Kitchen

Sharp bends.

Cooking is more than opening a can! Even on 
holiday. The kitchen in the Van TI enables you 
to make a sophisticated menu whenever you 
want. This kitchen featuring round elements 
has everything you need. From adjustable 
shelves, the recessed stainless steel sink to 
the practical pull-outs and cabinets with lots 
of storage space.

Motorhomes | Van class | Van TI | Kitchen

The Van TI appears manoeuvrable and compact from the outside and particularly 
spacious from the inside.

Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integrated
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Van TI
Sleeping

Sleeping | Van TI | Van class | Motorhomes

Two large single beds which can be extended into one large double bed by a 
practical pull-out.

Night people welcome.

Even those who like to make the night 
their day have to sleep sometime! In the 
Van TI you can choose between a large 
cross bed at the rear over the entire 
width of the vehicle and two extending 
single beds. The third bed is in the seat 
group which can be converted into a 
comfortable resting place for guests in 
a matter of minutes.
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Van TI
Bathroom

Motorhomes | Van class | Van TI | Bathroom

Fresh and free. 

A refreshing shower after an eventful 
day’s holiday is an absolute must. The 
bathroom in the Van TI has everything 
you need to keep you feeling fresh 
and free all the time. And whilst we’re 
talking about freedom – the fl exible 
partition of living room, bathroom, 
sleeping and dressing areas with a roller 
blind system makes the Van TI into a 
mobile 3-room apartment in a fl ash.

Elegant roller blind system for an open ambience with 
open views to the rear.

Intelligent interior concept: Separable bathroom for 
showering and also to extend the luxury dressing 
area.

A pivot-mounted washbasin in the centre wash 
room provides excellent freedom of movement.

Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integrated
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Van TI
Interior details

Interior details | Van TI | Van class | Motorhomes

1 Cycles can be transported safely using the 
integral cycle rack system.

2 Extra comfort: Easily accessible storage areas 
in the roof light and the TV integrated in the roof 
locker. 

3  The spacious garage has lots of storage space 
and is also easy to load.

4 High quality upholstery stitching in new fabric 
designs.

Everything is here for you. 

If you like practical extras, the Van TI 
is just the thing for you - there is the 
spacious garage storage space with cycle 
carrier, the pivot-mounted fl at-screen 
TV, the large refrigerator and the multi-
channel light controller – the Van TI has 
a whole host of clever details to make 
your life one thing when you are away 
from home – extremely pleasant.
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Van TI
Exterior details

Motorhomes | Van class | Van TI | Exterior details

5 Spacious garages accessible from both sides for 
luggage and bulky items.

6 Swallow graphic in exclusive resin fi nish.

7 New foil design over all motorhome series 
characterise the family look.

What a gem.

You will defi nitely not be safe 
from jealous looks in your Van TI! 
Whether you have the brilliant 
white or stylish silver paintwork, 
the partly integrated Van TI always 
looks great wherever it is, manoeu-
vrable and compact as it is. 
With top class loading facilities.

1 Lots of light from above through the wide 
glass roof.

2  Integral corner and tail lights.

3 Rear features the striking Knaus look.

4 Entrance door with storage and waste bin.

Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integrated
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Sky TI



Sky TI
From alone to together.

Freedom is the new Sky TI.
Model portfolio with 6 layouts on Fiat Ducato chassis. 
In white and grey.

More space for 
magical moments.

An undisturbed rendezvous with yourself is great. 
And spending time just the two of you is also 
fantastic. Talking, laughing, enjoying the silence, 
discovering new things – simply enjoying life. 

The Sky TI now has a completely new innovative 
range of layouts and therefore a completely new 
feeling of space. In addition other attractive new 
highlights are designed to make you feel at home 
in all the most exciting places on Earth.

Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integrated

Sky TI
The highlights.

• Completely new interior concept 
with clear views

• Newly designed L-shaped kitchen 
with maximum functionality, lots of 
storage space, a large worktop and 
intelligent details

• High quality Knaus wood style fi nish

• Sophisticated upholstery stitching 
with new fabrics and matching 
materials

• More comfortable beds with 5-zone 
deluxe cold foam mattresses

• Lot of storage space for awkward 
luggage and the superbly designed 
Knaus Orga-Fix garage tidy system

• New Knaus 3-D bathroom with vari-
able washroom concept for maxi-
mum freedom of movement

• Innovative Knaus Service-Box – 
integral standard supply module

Sky TI. 
From alone to together.
www.knaus.de/Motorhomes/sky-ti
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22 Life | Sky TI | Semi-integrated | Motorhomes

1 Generous comfort in minutes. A cosy round seating area can be created using the rotating front seats 
and pivot-mounted table top.

2 Perfect space – intelligent functionality. The height-adjustable table can be lowered effortlessly and its height 
adjusted to the seat position using the integral lift function.

More living room 
than motorhome.

More room, a feeling of more space, more 
topical harmony – you get all of this from 
the new Sky TI. And the result is magnifi -
cent with clear views, perfectly matching 
colours, shapes and materials and a partic-
ularly high quality feel. Welcome home!
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Sky TI
Life

3 Fully stocked. You can cook and prepare meals to your heart's content in the new kitchen with its large 
worktop and bar character.

4 Unmatched optical harmony - high quality materials which are pleasant to the touch and perfectly 
matching colours.

Motorhomes | Semi-integrated | Sky TI | Life

Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integrated
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Sky TI
Kitchen

Even more cooking 
pleasure.

If you like sport whilst you’re away, 
you can generally raise an appetite! 
Cooking in the Sky TI is even better in 
the new angled kitchen with its large 
worktop, deep drawers and lots of ex-
tras. And of course you can rest as-
sured that there is plenty of room for all 
your kitchen utensils in the practical fi t-
ted cabinets.

3 The extra-deep sink makes washing up much 
easier.

1 The new kitchen joins the seat group with 
a narrow counter. A stylish detail.

2 Practical, attractive and ergonomic – This open 
shelf with stainless steel railing has space for 
lots of kitchen utensils.
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Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integrated

1 Newly designed L-shaped kitchen with maximum 
functionality and an attractive look.

2 Extra-deep drawers for maximum fl exibility for 
loading and stowing.

3 Practical wire baskets ensure you can see what 
you have.

4 Well designed space for washing-up cloths.

5 Counter for holding jars whilst you are cooking.

6 The optional integral coffee machine.

7 110 l refrigerator, 189 l model also possible to 
order (depending on layout).

Motorhomes | Semi-integrated | Sky TI | Kitchen
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Sky TI
Sleeping

Sleeping | Sky TI | Semi-integrated | Motorhomes

Maximum sleep comfort.

The sleeping area in the Sky TI has the 
feel of a hotel. This deluxe feeling is 
helped primarily by the high quality 
headboard and the exclusive canopy 
light strip. And, of course, the fi rst class 
5-zone deluxe cold foam mattresses 
where you can be as comfortable as at 
home.

1-2 You can see the attention to detail throughout the 
entire sleeping area.

3 When extended the queen-size bed is massive, 
when retracted it provides more freedom of move-
ment and allows you to sit up in comfort in bed, 
for example to reading.

Two single beds which can be joined quickly and easily to make a double bed.
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Sky TI
Bathroom

Motorhomes | Semi-integrated | Sky TI | Bathroom

Revolutionary convertible 
bathroom.

The Sky TI has what others can only 
dream of – a 3-D bathroom which is 
absolutely tailored to your needs. It has a 
separate shower and the washroom can 
be enlarged and reduced in three stages 
thanks to the fl exible sliding rear wall.

Clever design - when fully extended the 
revolutionary 3-D bathroom is spacious.

A luxury shower experience is guaranteed 
in this separate cubicle with permanent 
shower door.

If you prefer it all open, the door of the 3-D 
bathroom can simply be fully closed – and hey 
presto you have open views again.

Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integrated
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Sky TI
Interior details

Interior details | Sky TI | Semi-integrated | Motorhomes

Refi ned details.

Lots of functional and attractive 
details make the Sky TI a rounded 
whole – probably the most attractive 
motorhome of our age. Take a look 
inside and you will be thrilled!

1 Ergonomic cushions with piping and particularly 
high quality stitching.

2 Energy-saving LED light to create a cosy 
atmosphere.

3 Wood-style feel on the cabinet elements for an 
even more sensual experience.

4 Optional - striking double-glazed glass roof and 
shading roller blind for perfect shading and new 
perspectives.

5 Every bit of space is used for additional storage.

6 Perfectly positioned – pivot-mounted screen for 
TV pleasure all over the vehicle.

7 Functional wardrobe with hanging rail and light.
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Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integratedSky TI
Exterior details

Motorhomes | Semi-integrated | Sky TI | Exterior details

Perfect exterior.

The Sky TI has a new exterior design 
in white and a styling package in grey. 
Its even more comfortable and visible 
more modern standard equipment now 
includes innovative Knaus hybrid lights 
and a new foil design as well as an 
extra-wide entry and the practical 
Knaus Orga-Fix and Knaus Service-Box.

1 The fl at glass roof light provides lots of light.

2 Sporty, striking rear.

3 Entrance door with storage and waste bin.

4 Innovative Knaus Service-Box – heated, com-
pact supply unit with additional storage space.

5 Well designed Knaus Orga-Fix garage tidy 
system for perfect securing of luggage and 
awkward items.

6 New, attractive foil design with the characteristic 
Knaus swallows in a resin fi nish.

7 Unique Knaus Cat Eye hybrid lights – 
shimmering LED tail lights.



Sun TI

Freedom is the new Sun TI.
5 different layouts on Fiat Ducato chassis from a compact 6.64 to 7.56 
m in length. In grey/white and grey/silver.

So close to the sky.

Sun, sun and more sun – ideally all 
the time and everywhere! The Sun TI is 
the consummation of partly integrated 
motorhomes and a perfect companion 
for trips to the south. It features top 
class, perfectly matching premium 
equipment, practical and functional 
details such as the multi-purpose 
double fl oor and above all the largest 
panoramic glass roof in the motorhome 
segment.
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Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integratedSun TI
The genuine sun god.

Sun TI
The highlights.

Sun TI. 
The genuine sun god.
www.knaus.de/Motorhomes/sun-ti

• Innovative and functional – unique, 
striking interior concept

• 3-dimensional door design with top 
quality chrome applications

• Luxury L-shaped designer kitchen with 
lots of functionality, storage space and 
worktops

• Sophisticated upholstery stitching with 
new fabrics and matching materials

• More comfortable beds with 5-zone 
deluxe cold foam mattresses

• Lot of storage space for awkward 
luggage and the superbly designed 
Knaus Orga-Fix garage tidy system

• New Knaus 3-D bathroom with 
variable washroom concept for 
maximum freedom of movement

• Panoramic sunroof – the largest 
glass sunroof on the market measuring 
220 x 110 cm

• Seitz windows as standard
• Unique – intelligent Knaus multi-

purpose double fl oor with up to 
30 cm side loading height

• Innovative Knaus service box with 
additional storage space
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New feeling of space with open vistas from front to rear.

Look for the light!

The Sun TI offers sun worshippers 
everything they have ever wanted. 
In addition to lots of light from above 
through the optional glazed front hood 
and the large roof window over the 
kitchen, there is also the feeling of 
openness from front to rear. Make 
yourself comfortable in the standard 
L-shaped seat group and enjoy your 
second home.

1 Comfortable TV seat with seat belt.

2 Height-adjustable table in the standard 
L-shaped seat group.

Life | Sun TI | Semi-integrated | Motorhomes



Sun TI
Life

The new Sun TI offers a unique feeling with its harmoniously 
coordinated colours and materials.

Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integrated
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The Sun TI provides a spacious, light, high quality ambience with practical 
details such as the modern kitchen.

1 Just as practical as at home – optional storage 
space in pull-out cabinets.

2 High quality pull-outs with soft-close mechanism.

3 Chic and practical – curved forms dominate the 
kitchen design with lots of storage space and 
room for all your kitchen utensils.

Kitchen | Sun TI | Semi-integrated | Motorhomes
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Sun TI
Kitchen

Not small – 
but truly excellent.

The gourmet kitchen in the Sun TI is 
particularly high quality and functional 
– with lots of attractive extras. The 
high gloss casings with curved forms, a 
worktop with a mineral edge, extra-wide 
pull-outs and a chic coffee machine are 
just a few of the highlights in this 
premium kitchen.

The integral coffee machine (optional) is secured 
attractively behind a curved Plexiglas sheet.

1 3-dimensional door design combined with high 
gloss, wood, leather and high quality chrome 
applications with trough handles and a practical 
catch.

2 Above the kitchen the extending top cabinets 
provide plenty of space.

Cooking is a real pleasure in the Knaus premium kitchen. The worktop and cover are made of high quality, 
insensitive mineral material with a stainless steel sink.

Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integrated

Motorhomes | Semi-integrated | Sun TI | Kitchen
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Sun TI
Sleeping

4 Double bed with 142 cm head size and high quality cold foam mattresses provide everything you need for a 
great night’s sleep.

5 The seat group can be quickly converted into a third bed.

1-3 More space – luxury single beds which can be extended in moments.

Sweets dreams 
are standard.

Relax and recover in superb sur-
roundings. Look forward to a great 
night’s sleep in the single or double 
beds (depending on model a large 
cross bed, classic double bed or ex-
clusive queen-size bed). And an addi-
tional bed can be created in moments 
from the cushions in the seat group.

Sleeping | Sun TI | Semi-integrated | Motorhomes
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Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integratedSun TI
Bathroom

Magnifi cent.

Light is the main theme in the Sun TI. And 
this continues in the bathroom. The Sun TI 
now provides maximum luxury in the 3-D 
bathroom. It has a separate shower and 
can be enlarged and reduced in three stag-
es thanks to the fl exible sliding rear wall. 
And it also features high quality equipment 
to meet the very highest demands.

1-2 The Sun TI has plenty of storage space for all 
your bathroom utensils.

The new Knaus 3-D bathroom with a fl exible sliding rear wall in 
the washroom can be adjusted to your needs quickly and easily.

High quality stainless steel fi ttings and modern 
accessories provide everything you need.

Motorhomes | Semi-integrated | Sun TI | Bathroom
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Sun TI
Interior details

1 Rotating dining table.

2 Ergonomic cushions and particularly high 
quality stitching.

3 Coat hooks with integral mirror and 
shoe cabinet.

4 Heated storage space accessible 
from the interior.

5 The Sun TI has the largest “2-in-1” panoramic 
sunroof on the market.

The devil in the detail.

The interior values of the Sun TI 
are superb down to the last detail – 
regardless of whether you want 
perfect storage space solutions, 
want a multi-functional lighting 
system or are more interested in 
the top class workmanship of the 
furniture and cushions. Or if you 
just want the largest sunroof in the 
entire motorhome segment.

Interior details | Sun TI | Semi-integrated | Motorhomes
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Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integratedSun TI
Exterior details

6 Intelligent Knaus multi-purpose double 
fl oor – additional loadspace with a loading 
height of almost 30 cm.

7 Innovative Knaus service box – heated, compact 
supply unit with additional storage space.

5 Well designed Knaus Orga-Fix garage 
tidy system.

1 Glazed front hood (optional).

2 Aesthetic rear features the striking 
Knaus look.

The choice is yours.

The Sun TI features an exclusive 
exterior design in grey, combined with 
either white or silver. In addition to the 
innovative Knaus Cat Eye hybrid light 
and many well designed details, the 
Knaus panoramic sunroof is a real 
highlight. Comfortable, modern stand-
ard equipment is a matter of course.

3 Part of the Knaus panoramic 
sunroof – the Seitz crank roof.

4 Entrance door with storage, waste 
bin and window (optional).

Motorhomes | Semi-integrated | Sun TI | Exterior details
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Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integrated

Freedom is the new Sky Wave.
Model range with 4 layouts on Fiat Ducato low frame chassis 
with wide wheelbase as standard. In white and grey.

Sky Wave
A surprisingly innovative interior concept.

Freedom needs space.

Just drive off – just the two of you or perhaps 
with the children. Or grandchildren ...
 
A completely new, innovative interior concept 
with four different layouts and height-adjusta-
ble bed provides maximum freedom of 
movement with four fi xed seats and beds. 
That’s what we call freedom under the stars!

Sky Wave
The highlights.

•   The motorhome series with 
height-adjustable bed

•   Unique – Clear entry area even when 
the bed lowered

•   Innovative interior concept with a 
standing height of up to 1.87 m below 
the height-adjustable bed and with 
four fi xed seats and beds

•   Angle kitchen with three 
wooden pull-outs

•   Large salon seat group

•   Improved sleep comfort with 
new mattresses

•   Well designed interior functions

•   High quality upholstery stitching

•  Striking exterior design creates a 
new, unmistakable Knaus look

•  Excellent handling

Sky Wave. 
A surprisingly innovative interior concept.
www.knaus.de/Motorhomes/sky-wave



Life | Sky Wave | Semi-integrated with lift bed | Motorhomes  

Freedom of movement is 
standard. 

This is freedom in all its glory! Supplied 
as standard with four seats and an inno-
vative, infi nitely height-adjustable electric 
bed the Sky Wave gives you extra comfort 
and freedom of movement – with full 
standing height over its full length and 
obstacle-free entrance, even when the 
bed is lowered.

Open vistas create space.

Innovative interior concept with four fi xed seats and beds.

The large seat group with new upholstery is ideal 
for chatting in comfort.
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Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integratedSky Wave
Life

High quality furniture design in “Apple Bella” décor creates a pleasant ambience.
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1 Adjustable shelves and rear-ventilated storage lockers.

2 Kitchen in angle form with lots of worktop space and plenty of storage.

Kitchen | Sky Wave | Semi-integrated with lift bed | Motorhomes  
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Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integrated

Superbly used storage space with three fully extending wooden drawers. Optional 189 l refrigerator possible.Elegant curved doors with aluminium 
applications.

Motorhomes | Semi-integrated with lift bed | Sky Wave | Kitchen 

Sky Wave
Kitchen

Just like cooking 
at home. 

Feeling at home has a great deal 
to do with comfort. And with equip-
ment that takes care of all your 
needs. The ergonomic angle kitchen 
provides all sorts of clever, variable 
storage space and enhances your 
joy of cooking whilst you’re away.
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1 Two single beds with top class 5-zone deluxe cold foam mattresses 
guarantee a good night’s sleep.

2 Infi nitely height-adjustable electric bed as standard.

Sleeping | Sky Wave | Semi-integrated with lift bed | Motorhomes  

Sky Wave
Sleeping

Perfect for a great 
night’s sleep.

Do you want to sleep just as well when 
you’re away as when you’re at home? 
The Sky Wave is just the place for you! 
Four different layouts have a fi xed bed 
and an infi nitely height-adjustable 
electric bed. Four beds provide room 
for two to four people in complete 
luxury.
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Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integrated

3-4 Clever design – the washbasin can be moved easily when required to make both 
showering and washing really comfortable in the bathroom.

1 High quality, divided 5-zone deluxe cold foam 
mattress on the fi xed bed (cold foam mattress 
on the height-adjustable bed).

2  A great night’s sleep to make your holiday complete.

Motorhomes | Semi-integrated with lift bed | Sky Wave | Sleeping | Bathroom

Sky Wave
Sleeping | Bathroom

Pure showering luxury.

A refreshing shower is a real boost 
at any time of the day and there is 
absolutely no reason why you should 
not have that pleasure when you are 
away from home. The wet cell in the 
Sky Wave has a separate shower with 
a fi xed shower door. That means you 
can enjoy perfect bathroom luxury on 
four wheels.
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Sky Wave
Interior details

Interior details | Sky Wave | Semi-integrated with lift bed | Motorhomes  

1 Intelligently used storage under the 
single beds.

2 Unique, clear entry area even when 
the bed lowered.

3 LED touch spotlights below the 
height-adjustable bed.

4 Ergonomic handles.

5 “Night light” (fl oor level light) on the steps.

6  Exclusive upholstery with ergonomic seat 
components and excellent workmanship.

Inner values.

Feel stylish and at home even when 
you’re away – that is the feeling we 
provide down to the very last detail. 
New, sophisticated upholstery, for 
example, create an exclusive interi-
or and combines with the innova-
tive LED lighting concept to pro-
duce maximum comfort and com-
plete safety both inside and out-
side. And you will also fi nd 
functional storage solutions 
throughout the Sky Wave.
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Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integratedSky Wave
Exterior details

Motorhomes | Semi-integrated with lift bed | Sky Wave | Exterior details

Full marks 
for appearance.

Despite its height-adjustable bed 
the Sky Wave has a fl at roof light. 
This fi ts in perfectly with the new 
striking Knaus look with the attrac-
tive rear design being a particular 
feature. The chic look is also 
helped by the dynamic foil design. 
And the new entry door features 
practical storage and an integral 
waste bin on the inside.

3 Dynamic exterior design over the full 
lengths of the sides.

1 Flat roof light.

2 Striking rear with the Knaus fl eet foil design.

4 Vent window at the front (optional).

5 LED awning light with motion sensor.

6 Entrance door with storage and waste bin.

7 Spacious garages accessible from both sides 
for luggage and bulky items.



Sky Traveller

Freedom is the new Sky Traveller.
Model range with 4 layouts on a powerful Fiat Ducato chassis 
with a length of 5.61 to 6.99 m. In white and grey.

Goodbye mundane 
everyday life!

Leisure is now the order of the day. And fi nally 
the freedom to do something with the family. 

Mountain biking with friends and family or 
romantic bathing with your nearest and dearest 
in a tarn – the Sky TR will take you wherever 
you fancy. It is a reliable companion for the 
best days of the year which you can share 
with up to six loved ones.
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Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integratedSky Traveller
Also for large crews.

Sky Traveller 
The highlights.

• Four layouts for up to 6 people – 
layout with standard 6-berth licence 
with 3.5 tonne maximum gross weight

•   Spacious alcoves above 
the driver’s cab

•   Pull-up alcove fl oor (optional)

•   High quality furniture 
and intelligent interior details

•  Rotating driver’s cab seats

•  Variable seat groups

•  High quality upholstery stitching

•  Insulated interior

•  Spacious loading access

•  Powerful Fiat Ducato chassis

Sky Traveller. 
Also for large crews.
www.knaus.de/Motorhomes/sky-traveller
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Compact space. 

The Sky TR is a real miracle of planning. 
No other motorhome provides so much space 
for so many people, thanks to its clever alcove 
concept. Four layouts from a compact 5.61 m 
to 6.99 m vehicle length for up to six people, 
variable seat groups and still plenty of garage 
storage – in fact something for everybody.

Spacious interior concept for up to 6 people to travel in comfort.

Dinette with attachable table, seats with seat belts 
which can be converted into additional beds.



Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integratedSky Traveller
Life

The new colour and material selection creates a pleasant atmosphere.
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Sky Traveller
Kitchen

An army marches 
on its stomach. 

Whether you have a small hungry 
team to take care of or you want a 
candlelit dinner for two – the Sky TR 
kitchen makes anything possible as 
it is just as easy to use as it is to 
look after.

Harmony is when everything fi ts – like the forms, colours and materials here 
in the kitchen and dining area.

A kitchen that stands out from the crowd. The rounded worktop with a stone design is just as modern as 
the round stainless steel sink and the perfectly matching fi ttings.

Kitchen | Sky Traveller | Alcoves | Motorhomes  
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Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integrated

1 Fully stocked – this kitchen is a perfect 
combination of functionality and design.

2 An optical and haptic highlight – cabinet decor 
in high quality Knaus Wood Style design.

3 Practical and attractive storage areas 
wherever you look.



Sky Traveller
Sleeping

Comfortable large bunk (212 x 160 cm) above the driver’s cab.

Large luxury alcove bed for maximum sleep comfort.

Beds for everybody.

How do you sleep six people in a 
motorhome? With ease! The Sky TR 
is the perfect proof. It has a large 
alcove bed and, depending on the 
model, a rear bed or variable bunk 
beds and other areas which can be 
converted into additional beds. 
Plenty of space for good night 
stories!

Sleeping | Sky Traveller | Alcoves | Motorhomes  
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Sky Traveller
Sleeping | Bathroom

Go to sleep with guaranteed cuddles in the 
rear bunk bed. 

The compact bathroom has a sliding washbasin and plenty of space to shower or wash and 
also lots of storage and shelving.

Refreshing.

OK, we admit it – if you have one 
bathroom and six people you need 
a timetable. But regardless of this, 
the compact bathroom in the Sky 
TR with its shower equipment 
means that everybody can freshen 
up perfectly.

Motorhomes | Alcoves | Sky Traveller | Sleeping | Bathroom
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Sky Traveller
Interior details

Make way!

It hardly seems possible but despite 
plenty of space to live in, the Sky TR 
also provides lots of room for awkward 
items such as motorised two-wheel-
ers. And it also features extras such 
as a navigation system, reversing 
system and media equipment. 

Folding bunk bed to extend the garage. A perfect space for transporting scooters or cycles.Hard-wearing new upholstery for 
maximum comfort.

Interior details | Sky Traveller | Alcoves | Motorhomes  
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Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integratedSky Traveller
Exterior details

1 An imposing appearance from the front as well.

2 Striking Knaus rear with a new foil design.

3 The dynamic design creates completely 
new focal points.

4 Entrance door with storage and waste bin.

Arrive in style. 

Being on a sport holiday does not 
just mean keeping moving yourself. 
A powerful Fiat Ducato chassis with 
up to 115 kW (157 bhp) ensures 
that you always get to your destina-
tion. And you will want everybody 
to see you arrive in this chic alcove 
motorhome in white or grey 
anyway!

Motorhomes | Alcoves | Sky Traveller | Exterior details

5 Unique Knaus Cat Eye hybrid lights – 
shimmering LED tail lights.
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Sun Liner



Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integratedSun Liner
Travel in genuine luxury.

Freedom is the new Sun Liner.
Special Celebration model with single 
bed layout in a carbon look.

The best of the best.

Spend time in beautiful places with breathtaking 
views and magnifi cent backdrops. You can enjoy 
great scenery on holiday whilst knowing that you 
are travelling in the best of the best. Travelling in 
the Sun Liner means travelling in genuine luxury 
– what a great feeling!

Sun Liner
The highlights.

•  Special Celebration model with 
extensive standard equipment

•  Unique sleeping luxury with single 
beds and a comfortable height-ad-
justable bed (with optional electric 
power system)

•  Extending deluxe lounge with 
recessing belts and headrests 

•  Exclusive bathroom and kitchen 
equipment with separate washstands, 
shower bath and gourmet kitchen

•  Top quality equipment with media 
column, 19” fl at screen TV and 
navigation system

•  Top quality materials, round shapes, 
excellent surfaces and elegant 
furniture

•  Optional motorcycle mounting

• Good handling

Sun Liner. 
Travel in genuine luxury.
www.knaus.de/Motorhomes/sun-liner
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Extending Liner lounge with concealed 
3-point belts and folding table.

Life | Sun Liner | Fully integrated | Motorhomes  

A genuine appearance.

The Sun Liner is the elite among 
motorhome for travelling in genuine 
style. An extended deluxe lounge 
with recessed belts and headrests 
is just one of its many features that 
guarantee you maximum luxurious 
equipment and top class comfort in 
terms of design and function.

The Sun Liner provides a whole new class of automotive luxury. Its equipment is timelessly elegant 
down to the last details, for example the carpeting in the living areas and driver’s cab.



Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integratedSun Liner
Life

Up to fi ve adults will have plenty of space in the Sun Liner, which in addition to a great night’s sleep, for example 
above the driver’s cab, also offers lots of practical details.

Motorhomes | Fully integrated | Sun Liner | Life
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1  Large AES refrigerator with a capacity of 
up to 189 litres and a removable froster 
compartment.

2 High quality doors in a high gloss fi nish.

Gourmet kitchen.

If you want to spoil you and yours 
with culinary experiences which 
have that little bit extra, the Sun 
Liner is the perfect place. The su-
perb “Knaus gourmet kitchen” is 
the icing on the cake in the range 
of exclusive equipment in the Sun 
Linder which already has many 
practical and attractive details.

Attractive kitchen tools for mobile aesthetes.

Kitchen | Sun Liner | Fully integrated | Motorhomes  
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Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integratedSun Liner
Kitchen

Motorhomes | Fully integrated | Sun Liner | Kitchen 

High quality Knaus gourmet kitchen with lots of 
practical, high quality details.
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66 Sleeping | Sun Liner | Fully integrated | Motorhomes  

4-5 The unique sleeping area in the rear suite of 
the Sun Liner. The single beds can be converted 
quickly and easily into a double.

1 The additional height-adjustable bed provides a luxury place to sleep for guests.

2 An innovative partition and sliding door system creates the privacy you need.

3 The top quality Liner lounge can become a comfortable guest bed for the night in 
a matter of moments.

Sun Liner
Sleeping

Luxury suite.

Sweet dreams are standard here. 
Luxury beds for a great night’s sleep 
for up to fi ve people – with the ambi-
ence of a luxury suite.
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Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integratedSun Liner
Bathroom

Motorhomes | Fully integrated | Sun Liner | Bathroom 

Shower pleasure – with sprinkler 
head and massage jets.

The washstand provides aesthetic 
and functional luxury in the 
bathroom with its harmonious 
design.

1  A door separates the kitchen and living 
area from the bathroom.

2  Quality materials and towel heater to make 
you feel at home.

Wellness oasis. 

Pure luxury - the bathroom in the 
Sun Liner gives the impression of a 
high quality wellness oasis with its 
harmonious design, tasteful details 
and luxury shower equipment.
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Sun Liner
Interior details

Interior details | Sun Liner | Fully integrated | Motorhomes  

Top entertainer.

The entertainment centre creates a 
concert hall atmosphere in the Sun 
Liner for a genuine musical experi-
ence. But practical details such as 
the partly independent power sup-
ply with up to seven days of elec-
tricity from the sockets will delight 
the most demanding traveller.

1 Monitor with 19" fl at screen TV 
including radio-DVD.

2  High quality upholstery covers on the seat 
group in Celebration design.

Exclusive interior design in elegant wood decor. 3  Multimedia column with indirect lights on 
storage areas and sound system.
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Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integratedSun Liner
Exterior details

Motorhomes | Fully integrated | Sun Liner | Exterior details

1 Luxurious, striking front.

2 Reversing camera integrated in the 
special model.

3 Integral entrance step.

4 Spacious loading door accessible from both 
sides for luggage and bulky items.

5 Exterior with exclusive carbon look and in 
the Celebration design.

6 Door with window and insect 
protection blind.

A real winner. 

The Sun Liner is the unchallenged 
champion among integrated mo-
torhomes. It sets the standards in 
design, quality and equipment – and 
the special Celebration design gives 
it an imposing appearance.



70 Fabrics | All models | Motorhomes

Added colour.

With a whole range of new upholstery 
in chic, beautifully fi nished fabric designs, 
Knaus has added colour for the new model 
year. With its stylish and high quality 
design variants, your own favourite 
fabric is sure to be included.

Many of our fabrics are:
• tested to Eco-Tex Standard 100
• anti-allergenic
• breathable
• gentle on the skin
• hard-wearing and easy care
• highly colourfast

Sky TI
Sky Traveller
Sky WaveVan TI

Atlanta Boston

Boston Miami

Iowa Seattle



All models
Fabrics

Motorhomes | All models | Fabrics

Van class  Semi-integrated  Semi-integrated with lift bed  Alcoves  Fully integrated

Sun TI

Sky TI: Las VegasDallas

Fargo Sun TI: Grand Canyon

Orlando

Fifty

Sun Liner Leather (optional)
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Love at fi rst sight.

The new Knaus motorhomes have 
what you might call an imposing 
appearance. Their modern yet 
timeless design and massive range 
of options to cover all needs are 
features of a new generation of 
motorhomes which make travelling 
an experience – every single day.

1 The Sun TI styling package includes the side 
wall design in silver, the roof railing and the 
LED daytime running lights.

2 The entrance door with window is 
available as the option.

3 Two Orga-Fix garage tidy systems are 
available – with two rails for chairs, cycles, 
etc. and lashing points on the wall. Or also 
with long rails on the rear wall including a 
clothing and shoe bag.

4  The optional Sky Roof opens up new 
perspectives in the Sky TI.

5 The Sun TI has the largest “2-in-1” 
panoramic sunroof on the market.

Options
Exterieur

Options | All models | Motorhomes
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Impressive inner life.

Knaus also sets new standards for inte-
riors. The new motorhomes from Knaus 
feature a whole host of extraordinary 
extras to meet the highest demands 
for travelling in luxury, including an 
extra-large refrigerator with a capacity 
of up to 190 l, a fully integrated coffee 
machine and intelligent bed solutions.

5-6 ... which can be pulled out 
and fi lled innovatively as the 
coffee machine in the Sun TI 
which has an additional cover.

1-2 Single beds can be combined 
quickly and easily to make a 
luxurious queen-size bed.

3-4 Optional fully integrated 
coffee machine in the Sky TI ...

7 Extra-large refrigerator with freezer 
compartment for large crews.

Options
Interieur

Motorhomes | All models | Options
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Motorhomes
Perfect for winter

Winter | All models | Motorhomes

Hibernation? 
You’re kidding 

With an insulated sandwich side wall 
design, powerful heating systems and 
enhanced furniture design to ensure 
the best possible room air circulation. 
Optimal comfort climate due to uniform 
warm air distribution in the motorhome.

1 Innovative Knaus service box in the Sky TI. Easily 
accessible, heated water/waste water cocks and 
integration of the batteries and fresh water supply.

2 Large door and additional storage space for cable 
drum and water hose in the Sun TI.

3 The ALDE hot water system is available 
in all Sun TI and Sky TI 700 MEG models.

4 A heat image shows how cold bridges 
are prevented.

5-6 Even the storage spaces and 
compartments are heated.
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Motorhomes
Winter Sun TI

Motorhomes | Winter Sun TI 

Errors and omissions excepted. The products 
may have undergone modifi cations after going 
to press (July 2011). The illustrations also 
contain options and accessories which are not 
supplied as standard. Certain items may be 
shown incorrectly due to image processing. 
Some colour differences may be due to 
printing and lighting conditions. The water 
supply system is state of the art 03/2009
(Directive 2002/72/EC).

1 Standard: Heated Knaus multi-purpose double fl oor.

2  A look behind the scenes at the ALDE underfl oor heating.

3 A section reveals the secret – the XPS insulation to create cosy warmth.

Underfl oor heating? 
Absolutely!

The Sun TI provides the luxury you are 
used to at home. Its innovative multi-
purpose double fl oor has space for the
installation of an underfl oor heating
system throughout the entire living 
area. In addition the fl oor is insulated
with XPS material to create particularly 
pleasant warmth – even in winter.
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Modern yet timeless – that is the effect that 
the new standard Knaus design is intended 
to produce. 

And we are convinced. This modern, striking 
Knaus look demonstrates style and taste on 
the world’s roads.

The new product graphic features lots of optical 
dynamic and nevertheless looks so timeless that 
it will not become unfashionable any time soon. 
The new Knaus look has been applied to the en-
tire series of Knaus motorhomes. This results in 
a standard appearance which quickly shows that 
Knaus sets standards.

The side view of the Sun TI in silver with 
standard Seitz windows.

The impressive side view of the Sky TI. The typical, striking Knaus rear 
of the Sky TI with its third brake 
light and high quality chrome 
trim.

The Sun TI also looks particularly 
high quality from the rear.
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Motorhomes from Knaus – 
An exterior design with class.

Dynamic side design. The traditional Knaus swallows in a 
high quality resin fi nish.

The new Knaus Cat Eye hybrid lights with their shimmering 
elements are a major feature of the “face” of the new Knaus 
motorhome fl eet – both night and day.

The entire motorhome fl eet from Knaus has a new modern design and a memorable family look.

Exterieur & Design  Interieur & Design Kitchen & Dining   Sleeping & Bathroom  Functionality Company
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Lots of light helps to make you feel good. 
That is why it is one of the major features 
of the new general of Knaus motorhomes.

All the models are fl ooded with light and 
have optional glass roofs in the roof light. 
The most striking of these is the panoramic 
sunroof in the Sun TI with a combination of a 
90 x 90 cm Seitz crank roof and a Midi Heki 
roof light over the seat group. All encased in 
a leather look with integral lighting, the 
whole thing opens up completely new 
perspectives to the skies.

The roof light in the Sky Wave.The roof light in the Sun TI. 

Motorhomes from Knaus – 
An exterior design with class

The Sun TI features the largest panoramic sunroof on the entire market.

High quality “Pro.tec frame”: 
Surrounding aluminium profi le 
strips for excellent edge 
protection.
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Exterieur & Design  Interieur & Design Kitchen & Dining   Sleeping & Bathroom  Functionality Company

Practical lashing eyelets for securely fastening 
and transporting luggage.

Perfectly designed – practical storage space 
solutions everywhere.

Motorhomes from Knaus – 
Loadspace and entrance

Orga-Fix garage tidy system with two rails 
for chairs, cycles, etc. and lashing points on 
the wall.

Lots of storage space in the 
Sky Traveller.

Additional long rails on the rear wall including 
clothing and shoe bags.

Extra-wide entrance with storage and 
integral waste bin.
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Feeling just as good whilst you’re away as when 
you’re at home – the new motorhomes from Knaus 
satisfy even this high demand.

At fi rst glance you can see that all the colours. Forms 
and materials have been perfectly coordinated down to 
the last detail in the interior. Round forms combine with 
high quality, haptically attractive materials. And timeless 
upholstery covers fi t perfectly into well design seat 
group solutions. Combined with functional details this 
creates a homely, tasteful ambience to die for.

To ensure that you feel great around the clock we 
offer you a wide range of luxurious bed versions for all 
shapes and sizes. One thing all the beds have in com-
mon is their top class luxury. Flexible bed bases and 
high quality 5-zone luxury cold foam mattresses help 
to ensure a great night in comfort as do our breathable 
cushions and bed linen tested to Eco-Tex Standard 
100 which feel just right on your skin.

Perfect design and function – Knaus 
kitchen solutions.

The following integrated, pull-out 
coffee machine.

All the room elements are in perfect harmony.Genuine wood perfectly fi nished 
– Wood Style surfaces.
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Tasteful canopy with light strip.Durable high quality upholstery 
stitching.

Large L-shaped seat group with 
column height-adjustable table.

People want to spend time where colours, forms and materials are in such great harmony.

Mood lighting with attractive 
LED light strips and fi tted LED 
downlights.

The light switches are 
ergonomically positioned 
at the entrance and in the 
bed area.

Motorhomes from Knaus – 
An interior design with class.

Exterieur & Design Interieur & Design Kitchen & Dining   Sleeping & Bathroom Functionality Company

Perfectly integrated TV space 
behind the backrest element on 
the front passenger seat.
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Being away is often like being at home - 
the kitchen is particularly important.

We have invested heavily in the functionality 
and design of the completely redesigned 
kitchens in the new innovative Knaus mo-
torhome generation. The result includes 
lots of new storage space solutions, ergo-
nomic worktops, attractive e design ele-
ments such as the light package to create 
particularly attractive ambience lighting and 
lots more that shows that we think with you.

Extra-deep sink.Chic and practical bar between 
the kitchen and seat group.

Practical hooks. Pull-out coffee machine.

High quality worktop with mineral edge and pull-outs with 
soft-close mechanism.
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Motorhomes from Knaus – 
Kitchens with class.

Lots of well designed 
storage spaces.

Practical pull-out cabinets.

Pivot-mounted single-column 
height-adjustable table. 

Comfortable L-shaped seat group.

Extra-large refrigerator.

Functionality and design combine superbly in 
the compact L-shaped kitchen.

Exterieur & Design  Interieur & Design Kitchen & Dining  Sleeping & Bathroom Functionality Company
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A relaxing holiday simply needs somewhere 
comfortable to sleep. And the batching should also 
be more than just a small wet cell. Isn’t it great that 
Knaus has so many innovative ideas.

You are sure to fi nd your favourite layout among the 
range of Knaus motorhome models. Lots of different 
beds, some convertible, with high quality mattresses 
promise a good night’s sleep.

The Knaus 3-D bathroom is truly revolutionary. It 
has a washroom whose size can be varied using the 
sliding washroom wall. And the washroom door can 
be used to separate the entire bathroom from the 
living area. An idea that sets new standards.

Motorhomes from Knaus – 
Sleeping luxury with class.

Wide double bed. Cross beds with step. Single beds with fully useful connector. Sliding queen-size bed. 5-zone deluxe cold foam mattress 
for a great night’s sleep.
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Motorhomes from Knaus – 
Bathroom luxury with class.

Exterieur & Design  Interieur & Design  Kitchen & Dining Sleeping & Bathroom Functionality Company

1-3 The fl exible sliding rear 
wall can create a spacious 
washroom.

The door to the 
3-D bathroom 
which can be 
extended in three 
stages can also be 
used as a room 
divider between the 
living and sleeping 
areas.

The revolutionary Knaus 3-D bathroom 
(schematic diagram).

1 Maximum accessibility, bathroom closed.

2 Use as a washroom rear wall adjusted.

3 Use as a bathroom, door the kitchen closed.
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Do you want to go away with everything that 
makes life sweet? There is no reason not to 
when you travel with Knaus. Our new storage 
space solutions provide a whole host of 
incredible features.

The best example is the new Knaus multi-purpose 
double fl oor in the Sun TI. This storage space is 
almost 30 cm high, accessible from above and 
from the sides. The wood-free completely GRP 
fl oor is as remarkable as the heated fresh and 
waste water tanks and the XPS foam insulation 
ensures top winterisation.

Knaus multi-purpose double fl oor, internal wall 
height almost 30 cm.

≈ 30 cm

The Knaus service box, the standard 
supply module.

XPS foam insulation in the fl oor 
and side walls.

A  Extra-deep loadspace 
(optional in Sun TI 700 LEG and 700 LX)

B  Access to fresh/waste water tanks
C Storage compartment
D ALDE convector
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Motorhomes from Knaus – 
Functionality

Exterieur & Design  Interieur & Design Kitchen & Dining   Sleeping & Bathroom Functionality Company

Knaus multi-purpose double fl oor in the Sun TI.

XPS side wall insulation

GRP fl oor with XPS insulation

Living area fl oor with XPS insulation

Double fl oor, heated

≈ 30 cm
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If you had been building top class cara-
vans and motorhomes for 50 years like 
Knaus, you’d know what’s what as well!

What started in 1960 with Helmut Knaus 
Senior in Marktbreit near Würzburg has 
now grown into a massive company with a 
workforce of 900 at the Jandelsbrunn site 
alone, plus hundreds more at Mottgers in 
Hesse and at our Hungarian site. Knaus 
has always set the standards on the market 
with its innovative ideas and products and 
today it has an extensive range of products 
with seven series of motorhomes and fi ve 
series of caravans. We are therefore one 
of the most acclaimed suppliers of high 
quality motorhomes and caravans.

Relocation to Jandelsbrunn. The caravan factory in 
the Bavarian Forest was built within approximately 
12 months, creating around 300 jobs. The company 
also created its own sales network.

Around the world with the Schwalbennest. 
Even in those early days Knaus vehicles were 
ideal for long distances.

Architect Helmut Knaus 
Senior formed his caravan 
company Knaus AG in 
Marktbreit/Main.

Registration of Knaus KG in 
the Commercial Register on 
28 June 1961.

Quality “Made in Germany”: Our 
commitment to the region has 
secured the jobs of well over 1,100 
people at our current site in 
Jandelsbrunn.
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Motorhomes from Knaus – 
Practice makes perfect.

Quality from Knaus

• Premium caravan supplier: 
the KTG advanced training 
program with the Chamber 
of Industry and Commerce.

• KK Award: every year KTG 
vehicles are voted among 
the best in the various cat-
egories by customer satis-
faction surveys. We are 
proud of this - and every 
day we work hard to make 
sure the situation stays 
exactly as it is.

Our workforce is our greatest asset - in-house 
training, apprentices, trainee programmes, etc. 
and social commitment. It’s great to be able to 
share success.

Environmental protection and sustainability: 
A must for genuine nature lovers.

Knaus-Tabbert GmbH has the most modern 
side wall production plant in Europe.

All the vehicles at Knaus go through a fi nal 
inspection where the focus is on attention to detail.

Perfect, multi-phase quality 
management ensures top work-
manship standards on all our 
vehicles.

Design prizes and awards
2004 Caravaning Design Award: best practice (YAT)
2004 red dot award (YAT)
2005 Design Prize  (Deseo)
2006  Caravaning Design Award: innovations for new mobility 

(C-Liner 550 Q)
2006 red dot award (C-Liner 550 Q)
2006 iF product design award (Sun TI)
2007  Nomination for the Design Prize of the FRG (Sun Ti 650 MF)
2008 red dot award (Van TI 600 MG)
2008 Design Prize of the FRG (YAT)
2009 Nomination for the Design Prize of the FRG (Van TI 600 MG)
2010  Customer is King Award for the “most family-friendly brand”
2011  Customer is King Award for the “most family-friendly brand“

Exterieur & Design  Interieur & Design Kitchen & Dining   Sleeping & Bathroom  Functionality Company
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    Van TI  Sky TI Sun TI Sky Wave Sky TR Sun Liner

Fiat driver’s cab/chassis

• ABS/Driver’s airbag• ABS/Driver’s airbag
 Automatic three point belts, height adjustable• Automatic three-point belts, height-adjustable
 Electronic immobiliser• Electronic immobiliser
 Driver s door with car comfort• Driver’s door with car comfort
 Power steering• Power steering

Body

S oo a u u pa e s e• Smooth aluminium panels in white
• Vent/sliding windows with integral double roller blind• Vent/sliding windows with integral double roller blind

u pu pose doub e oo• Multi-purpose double fl oor
oo a c es, ope g 0 0 c• Roof hatches, opening 40°— 40 cm

• Gas locker (2°— 11 kg)• Gas locker (2°— 11 kg)
Ca ye yb d a g e e e s• Cat Eye hybrid tail light with LED elements

d b a e g eg a ed e ea• Third brake light integrated in the rear
g g• Awning light

• Service door for service box, front left (W x H in cm)• Service door for service box, front left (W x H in cm)
S g e ey oc g sys e• Single-key locking system

Living area

ee po be ac g e o• Three-point belt facing the front
co e oode bed base• Alcove with wooden bed base

 Flank guards on the alcove• Flank guards on the alcove
 Series specifi c upholstery• Series-specific upholstery
 PVC fl ooring• PVC flooring

Gas, heating, water

• Waste water tank (volume in litres)• Waste water tank (volume in litres)
• Fresh water tank (volume in litres)• Fresh water tank (volume in litres)

co e ea g• Alcove heating

Motorhomes
Model comparison 
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   Standard  Options
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    Van TI  Sky TI Sun TI Sky Wave Sky TR Sun Liner

 

 Gas system 30 mbar• Gas system 30 mbar
 Truma SecuMotion• Truma SecuMotion
 Gas heating• Gas heating
 Circulating air system• Circulating air system

a e supp y sub e s b e pu p• Water supply with submersible pump

Kitchen/Bathroom

a e coo e a d s s a ess s ee , ecessed, g ass co e• 2-fl ame cooker and sink in stainless steel, recessed, with glass cover
3 a e coo e a d s s a ess s ee , ecessed, g ass co e• 3-fl ame cooker and sink in stainless steel, recessed, with glass cover

• Refrigerator (volume in litres)• Refrigerator (volume in litres)
e u e e ce p o ou ed as bas gs ga age• Deluxe wet cell pivot-mounted washbasin fi ttings in garage
e u e e ce• Deluxe wet cell

• Shower integrated/separate• Shower integrated/separate
• Thetford toilet (in Sky TI 650MF only, Sun TI 650LF only)• Thetford toilet (in Sky TI 650MF only, Sun TI 650LF only)

 Dometic ceramic cassette toilet• Dometic ceramic cassette toilet
• Dometic toilet (not possible in Sky TI 650MF, Sun TI 650LF)• Dometic toilet (not possible in Sky TI 650MF, Sun TI 650LF)

Electrical supply

•  Power supply/interior lights with 230 V Euro outdoor connection, 
various interior earthed sockets all in 12 V designvarious interior earthed sockets all in 12 V design

 Control panel• Control panel
 Charger• Charger
 Miniature circuit breaker• Miniature circuit-breaker
 Living room battery• Living room battery
 TV preparation• TV preparation

  Standard  Options
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Motorhomes
Layouts

Van TI Sky TI Sun TI Sky Wave Sky Traveller Sun Liner

Van TI 550 MD Sky TI 600 MG Sun TI 650 LEG

Sun TI 650 LG

Sun S TI 650 LF

Sun TI 700 LEG

Sky Traveller 500 D

Sky Traveller 600 DKG

Sun Liner 800 LEG Sondermodell

Sun TI 700 LX

Sky Wave 700 MQ Sky Traveller 650 DG

Sky Wave 6500 MFF

Sky Wavev  650650 MG 

Sky Wave 700 MEG

Sky TI 650 MG

Sky TI 700 MEG

Sky TI 700 MX
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wishes you a good trip.
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Freiheit, die bewegt.


